
Discover the many facets of 

DuPont™ Corian®

and see your designs take shape.  



DuPont™ Corian® is the seamless solution to a multitude of demands in surface design. 

Enabling imagination to meet the needs of functionality, Corian® adapts beautifully to any 

role, from subtle elegance to the most exotic of forms.
What is Corian® ?

* Only DuPont™ manufactures Corian® 

Composition of Corian® : 

1/3 acrylic resin 
Poly - Methyl - Meth - Acrylate or P.M.M.A 

+ 

2/3 mineral 
Aluminium Tri-hydrate or A.T.H 

Environmentally friendly pigments 

+ 



Colorful
100+ unique, on-trend colors and patterns 

Solid
Colors and patterns run through the entire thickness

Warm To The Touch & Feel 

Inconspicuous Joints
Virtually unlimited design possibilities

Non-Porous
Does not support the growth of bacteria or fungi

Non- toxic & Inert
Does not emit toxic halogenated gases when burned

Low-VOC emissions 
GREENGUARD certified  to be free of heavy metals

Impact-resistant
Withstand 324g ball drop from 1.8m height

Stain-resistant & anti-drug
Resistant of chemical drugs, cosmetics, flavorings

Durable
Long life cycle and be easily renewed to original appearance

Fire-resistant
Certified Class 1 & class A



Healthcare

Hospitality 

Exterior Cladding

Food service 

Homes

Retail

Public Spaces

Intriguing designs

and many more….

The elegance and versatility of Corian® make it the 
right choice for… 



For Hospitals and labs, senior living facilities, plus dental, 
pediatric office interiors and more: there are no crevices or 
edges for germs to hide, as Corian® promote a fully hygienic 
surface when properly cleaned.

St. Vincents Pvt Hospital, Australia



For Hospitality spaces such as resorts, hotels, spas and 
similar environs: unlike other surface solutions, a smooth, 
consistent look can be created via seamless integration from 
design to functionality. 



For Exterior Cladding: The durable, weatherproof qualities 
of Corian® means that it can be used to clad a building’s 
exterior along with multiple uses in interior. Combining high 
performance, with elegant aesthetics and extraordinary 
versatility of application, Corian reveals new vistas of 
possibility for the designer.

Backlit façade of Mosaic Banquet Hall, New Delhi



For Food service locales such as cafés, restaurants, 
cafeterias and more: our nonporous sinks are stain-
resistant, plus easy to clean and maintain; Corian® counters 
can flow seamlessly into bowls, eliminating trapped dirt and 
bacteria.



For Kitchens, bathrooms and various interiors of private 
residences: bold, monolithic displays can be created due to 
the visually seamless integration capabilities of Corian®



Retail environments can be like theatre. The tactile
skin of Corian® is inviting and naturally draws the human 
hand. Homogenous, translucent and easy to work, it can 
take on almost any form, be etched to showcase a logo or 
back-lit to add drama.



Museums, shopping centers, airport lounges, meeting 
points: Corian® fits in and functions superbly in all these 
spaces. Its longevity and ability to be repaired means it can 
stand up to constant use and even occasional abuse, while 
its beauty, flexibility of design remains intact. 

T2 Terminal International Airport, Mumbai



Museums, shopping centers, airport lounges, meeting 
points: Corian® fits in and functions superbly in all these 
spaces. Its longevity and ability to be repaired means it can 
stand up to constant use and even occasional abuse, while 
its beauty, flexibility of design remains intact. 

Intriguing Designs: Corian® has the ability to be shaped, 
carved, engraved and combined with other materials 
that enables new perspectives. Corian® can be flexible, 
malleable & workable at the same time. 

Gurudwara, Punjab



What’s new with 
DuPont™ Corian®



Corian® Quality Network is a premier program from DuPont. The Quality Network works 

closely with Architects, Designers and end customers to realize the DuPont Surfaces vision of 

“To transform design ideas and inspiration into innovative and beautiful reality”. The Quality 

Network is committed to delivering highest standards of fabrication, installation and servicing 

to our customers.

Quality Network members are fabricators who are Enrolled, Audited, Certified and Monitored 

for best quality Fabrication Installations. They are trained on carrying out Fabrication, 

Installations, Repair and Maintenance in interior applications. Quality Network Members are 

also responsible for executing the 10 year limited Installation warranty in the market.



DuPont™ Corian® Quality Network
…now in India

Highest Quality of Fabrication

Qualified design consultancy

Top-class after sales assistance

DuPont™ Corian® 10 year limited 

installed warranty

When using DuPont™ Corian®
Ask for more…

More than 
5000 projects 
already listed 

under this 
program



New Aesthetics of 2017



Embracing its heritage while 

moving swiftly to the future, 

Corian
®

has created three 

advanced aesthetics:

• Concrete

• Onyx

• Prima

They encompass unparalleled 

character and personality to 

satisfy a desire, strike a mood, or 

complete a vision. 

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

COCOA

Hues of taupe, light cocoa, and 

glistening metallic elements, are 

whipped together in a whirling 

surface. This enticing and natural 

aesthetic intrigues with its rich 

color.

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

COSMOS

As bold as the universe, the rich, 

black background is ignited with 

streams and particles of grey and

white, suggestive of the cosmos.

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

DUNE

The flowing white and sand hues 

are suggestive of the seashore 

creating a color aesthetic that is 

natural, unique, and inspires 

design that is equally individual.

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

EVENING

As with an evening sky, the 

surface suggests dappled light 

above and within the pattern. 

Sinuous streams flow within this 

rich, toned blue, dappled with 

metallic flecks. 

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

LIMESTONE

Angular streams of white, tan, and 

grey flow across a setting of toned 

white. Flecks of white and black 

are incorporated to create superb 

visual texture with subtle 

coloring.

DuPont™
Corian®



PRIMA

NIMBUS

Barely-there streaks of white create 

distinct, subtle movement. It is the 

ideal statement of energy and style, 

with the elegance of tone-on-tone 

color.

DuPont™
Corian®



ONYX

NEW – inspired from the beautiful patterns of 

natural onyx often associated with luxury. 

Sinuous veining of varying opacity and 

translucence creates a drifting visual flow. 

An aesthetic with the muse of a natural stone, 

celebrating the evolution of design and décor. 

• extremely eye-catching when 

backlit

• ideal for creating a space that 

commands attention

DuPont™
Corian®



ONYX

WHITE

Sensuous and comes to life not 

only with stunning visual energy 

and a refined elegance, but 

displays additional dimension 

with its translucent surface.

ONYX

Gray

With dignified opulence, it has a 

sense of avant-garde as streams of 

silver-grey course through its 

creamy translucent background.



ASH

Concrete

Embodies grey with a purpose. 

Monochromatic movement, and 

fine particles, add depth to the 

design, and create a modern, 

dynamic aesthetic.

DuPont™
Corian®



CARBON

Concrete

A near-black that generates its 

own statement of style, and offers 

dusky color surging within the 

surface. 

DuPont™
Corian®



NEUTRAL

Concrete

An ideal hue to create a 

background of quiet strength. The 

soft ivory color flows within the 

overall aesthetic, creating an 

exclusive design statement. 

DuPont™
Corian®



WEATHERED

Concrete

The balanced color of warm 

taupe, suggests a raw, neo-

industrial style, with an 

atmosphere of restrained power. 

DuPont™
Corian®





Introducing

DuPont™ Corian® Charging Surface

for your business
Give customers the power to stay longer with

wireless charging for their smart devices.

POWER UP SMART DEVICES

AT HOME, WIRELESSLY.



Richer, darker colors allow designers, 

architects and fabricators to achieve 

tones they never thought were possible 

using Corian
®
. Improved wear 

performance and easier 

thermoforming, seaming and finishing.

Deepen your palette with…

DuPont™ Corian®

DeepColor™ Technology



Deeper Cutting

"We normally work with metals and other 

very reflective materials. Before we made the 

final desk, we laid the tiles out on the floor of 

our studio and saw the effect of the reflection. 

We were blown away by the ability to make 

intricate profiles and have them all reflect 

light." Giles Miller, Giles Miller Studio



Unlimited Potential

"R.D. Wing has been producing unique 

and complex fabrications in Corian
®

for 

15 years. Corian
®

DeepColor
™

provides 

a unique new perspective on the 

unlimited design potential of Corian
® 

products and a means for us to expand 

ideas and create beautiful one of a kind 

elements. We look forward to using 

Corian
®

DeepColor
™

as we strive to 

successfully complete the most 

challenging projects." - Rick D. 

Wing, R.D. Wing Co., Inc



Clean Aesthetics, Polished 

High-End Look

"What’s really great about the new 

DeepColor
™

Technology is that now you can 

thermoform exceptionally well while retaining 

that clean aesthetic and depth of color throughout 

– you can really blend the surfaces together giving 

it a uniformity and polished high-end look."-

David Ruthven, AIA



Color Advancement

"You can see the texture and the luster – it’s 

the same material all the way through –

what’s really nice is, as a designer, you get the 

feel for the depth of the material when you 

carve into it." - Jonathan W. Thompson, AIA, 

LEED AP



DuPont™ Corian :
The New Collections of Kitchen Sinks and 
Bathroom Basins

The newest additions offers expanded collection of sinks 

and basins for all the areas of Kitchen, Bathroom, 

Healthcare facilities. DuPont™ Corian® sinks integrate 

seamlessly to create a hygienic and attractive 

environment.





Q & A



Thank you!



NSF 51
This approval means Montelli® can be used anywhere food is prepared or
served, including areas where food will come in direct contact with surface

GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified
Compliant with low VOC/no off-gassing requirements; nontoxic/non-
allergenic material

Meet and exceed industrial standard

GGHC credits in 5 areas
MR1.3 Building Reuse；MR3 Sustainably Sourced Materials ；MR4.1 PBT Elimination PBT:
Dioxins；EQ4.1 Indoor Environmental Quality; Low Emitting material: Interior Wall and Ceiling
Finishes; EQ9.1 Acoustic Environment

LGA Certification


